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VETSENS PULSE OXIMETERS
The Vetsens range of pulse oximeters are
performing well. In 2011, Zebra Vet became the
Vetsens distributor and did an excellent job
selling many Vetsens pulse oximeters in a short
time. Zebra vet have decided to focus on their
core competency of selling surgical tools and
dressings, and so we thank and recommend
Zebra Vet highly to all vet clinics. Vetsens has
now signed up GVP (General Vet Products) who
are located in Canterbury, Sydney.

There have been several Vetsens repairs and
every repair has involved the Probe cable which
can fail at the end of the yellow connector if the
animal tugs hard on the cable. There are several
Youtube videos (youtube.com/Vetsens) which
show the failure modes and fixes for common
problems of bent pins and jammed connectors

New replacement purple button labels have
now arrived for the VETSENS P02. The buttons
will still work even if the label is completely
worn out. New short probe clips also arrived,
and the VETSENS ROAM pack with the rubber
tilt stand cover and short probe clip has been
the most popular pack.

EASYBEAT
The Easybeat veterinary monitor is doing well
and there have been no failures for a long long
time. The Easybeat is the only multi
parameter veterinary monitor designed and
made in Australia. The Spare parts list is now
available on the website

and includes prices. While the Easybeat can run
faultlessly for many years, a service is
recommended at least once every three years
to replace the batteries and do a full system
health check.

On power up, the Easybeat shows the latest
software version which is currently version 5.7
as shown below. All Easybeat services come
with a firmware upgrade.

COMPATIBLE PULSE OXIMETER PROBES
Vetsens has sourced a new supplier for
replacement Easybeat (Nellcor) Oximax probes.
Also available are compatible pulse oximeter
probes for most brand name pulse oximeters.

SPECIAL OFFER
We have overstocked with VETSENS P02
replacement Pulse Oximeter Probes, so until 30
June, we are offering a 25% discount on these
for $70+GST+$7.20 Parcel Post Plus freight.
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